
 
 

SAY YES, DO NOTHING RELEASE NEW SINGLE, ‘HUM OF THE HIDDEN MACHINE’ 

 

Say Yes, Do Nothing are north London band whose gritty and poetic street reports on homelessness, 
abortion, abuse and alcoholism are raw mix of the blues, alt/country and Americana. 

Their new single ‘Hum Of The Hidden Machine’ tells the true story of an abortion from the boyfriend’s 
perspective.  

“It is about my personal experience taking my girlfriend to a clinic, 
seeing her bravely led by nurses into a back room, and then re-
emerge shattered. There was no question between us of its 
necessity, perhaps heartbreakingly because it also marked the death 
of our relationship, ‘making it die.’ I hope this song will remind 
people of the importance of their choices, no matter how difficult. I 
am an American, and with all that is at stake in the upcoming US 
presidential election, especially the risk of reversing the US Supreme 
Court’s decision protecting legal abortions, the choice to vote and 
save reproductive rights is more important than ever.” 

'”Hum of the Hidden Machine’ is their best one to date. Check it out, addictive.' - Lucy, Raquel and me 

Winners of the 2108 Future Music Showcase Award, American singer songwriter David Eastman 
(vocals/guitar) formed SYDN in 2018 in Kentish Town where he found Simon (bass/vocals), Michael 
(drums) and Dan (lead guitar/vocals) hiding in a dark rehearsal space, ready to do justice to his songs of 
love gone awry and families gone rogue. 

'Say Yes, Do Nothing transcribe a real situation, which people can relate to, and produce something 
structurally and musically marvellous. It is a sombre song in many ways, but it has a calm atmosphere 
and a powerful message.' - Advosound 

Timeless and aggressively up-to-date London grit with Nashville dirt underpinned by deeply rooted 
Americana song craft, SYDN have headlined sell out shows across London and appeared on festival bills, 
including the Marlow Rock Bottom Festival. Northern Pirate Radio, Michael’s Music Blog, Advosound, By 
the Freaks and The Lemon Radio have reviewed featured SYDN and as their Band of the Day. Bandmates 
have been interviewed by Cowboy Joe Radio’s ‘The Takeover’ and Limbocast. Their music has appeared 
in blogs such as Zever Blackbull’s Top 40 Indie Music Chart, Lonely Oak Radio, HOT VOX’s One To Watch, 
FV Music Blog, John’s Indie Music Zone and The Retweeter’s Bands to Watch. Further support has come 
from radio shows and podcasts including New Scotland Radio, Cowboy Joe Radio, Bigtime Radio, The 
Colorado Phil Show, Angel’s Indie Lounge and Expand Your Playlist. 

'So beautifully written is this song that one cannot help but keep listening, despite the melancholy which 
could become unbearable in clumsier hands.' - By the Freaks 



 
 

Frontman Dave grew up in the USA, where his previous album Apron Strings won the Los Angeles DIY 
Album of the Year Award and featured on the TV show Dawson’s Creek. Dave developed his musical 
vocabulary listening to Dylan, the Stones, Townes van Zandt, Merle Haggard and Springsteen, as well as 
reading MAD Magazine, Henry Miller and Harper Lee. 

Raw and tight, his songtelling storywriting has an infectious character that howls, shakes, rattles and 
rolls, just as if Leonard Cohen was writing for the Yardbirds with a lairy Jimmy Page in tow. 

'As this track ended, I knew I had to play it again and that the soft cry of "making it die" would be stuck 
in my head for a long time.' - Jack Baldwin of Wildhorse, Brecon Indie Reviews 

When not writing, Dave spends his time managing medical relief in the world’s worst war zones. Say Yes, 
Do Nothing are The US of A meets north London way, way uptown. 

‘Best band name, ever’ - New Music Saturday 

 

For fans of: The Band, Skinny Lister, Sister Rosetta Tharp, Fontaines DC, Courtney Barnett, The Gaslight 
Anthem, Merle Haggard, Wilco, Daniel Romano, Drive By Truckers, Stooges, The Lemon Twigs, Son Volt 

 

 


